
VERSA SERIES

The Versa series has what you’re looking for in strength equipment – superior 

mechanics and ease of use – plus the versatility to bring together a system that 

fits your space, your customers and your budget. Put another way, the series 

gives you the power to create an inviting, incredibly motivating environment 

that looks great, too. Just what you would expect from one of the world’s 

most innovative commercial fitness brands.

+

AVAILABLE VERSA OPTIONS

A Versa+ Package includes the following

- Action Specific Grips
- Air Shock-assisted Seat Adjustment* 
- Electronic Rep Counter/Timer 
- Decorative Top Wing 
-  Ergonomic Adjustment Handles*

B Heavy or Light Weight Stack*

C Foot Support Kit*

*Available on select machines
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Exercise Placards

Conveniently located and easy-to-read 

exercise placards offer a quick reference to 

targeted muscle groups and proper machine 

use. Placards also offer color references to 

easily identify muscle-group categories.  

Independent Converging/
Diverging Motion

Select machines offer converging and diverging 

motions that encourage a natural path of motion 

for increased comfort and independent arm 

movement for superior functionality and variety.

Uniform Stack Height

The entire Versa series strength line has a 

consistent 160 cm / 63” stack height, giving 

your facility a sleek, uniform look. 

Color-coded Adjustment Points

Conveniently located adjustment points are 

clearly marked for ease of use. 

Incremental Weight

The incremental weight is easily accessible 

from the seated position. 

Action Specific Grips

Ergonomically designed, function-specific 

handles reduce stress on contact points to 

enhance comfort. 

Electronic Rep Counter

Integrated system tracks repetitions,  

activity time and rest time for a simplified  

workout experience.

Air Shock-assisted Seat

The seat features an air shock for smoother  

adjustment. To prevent seat movement and 

increase stability, the seat also features a  

4-bar linkage design.

160 cm / 63”

VERSA+ PACKAGE

+ + + +

+ + + +

VERSA+ PACKAGEVERSA+ PACKAGE



+ +

 independent converging movement provides a natural path of motion

designed for easy entry and exit

adjustable start position facilitates increased range of motion

 independent converging movement provides a natural path of motion

dual-position hand grips allow for greater training variety

counterbalanced pressing arms for optimized starting resistance

Converging Shoulder PressConverging Chest Press
VS-S13 VS-S23
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+ +

 independent diverging movement provides a natural path of motion

 angled seat encourages proper user position

 thigh pad easily adjusts to provide stability and comfort

independent cable movement provides a user-defined path of motion and exercise variety

adjustable chest pad accommodates users of all sizes

rotating grips provide maximum comfort and ergonomic hand positioning throughout the range of motion

Diverging Lat Pulldown
VS-S33

Diverging Seated Row
VS-S34



+ +

rotating handles adapt to users of all sizes

angled back pad reduces stress, improving stabilization and comfort

arm pad is angled for stability, limiting unwanted shoulder movement during exercise

optimized pivot location creates biomechanically correct range of motion

  

 

 

Biceps CurlTriceps Press
VS-S42 VS-S40
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+

comfortable, oversized grips accommodate users of all sizes

forward-facing user position provides greater comfort and ease of use

wide motion for improved biomechanics and dual function

Pectoral Fly / Rear Delt
VS-S22



+

one-handed start adjustment for ease of use

air shock-assisted foot platform provides smoother adjustments

assistance handle and low step-over height for easy access

foot plate identifies user foot position with unique visual indicators

Leg Press / Calf Press
VS-S70
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+ +

angled seat and back pads encourage full quadriceps contraction for user movement

self-adjusting tibia pad for greater ease of use

pivot location clearly marked to encourage correct alignment

 back pad ratchets forward for easy adjustment from the seated position

angled seat and unique pivot location for full hamstring contraction

 tibia pad and range-of-motion adjustments are easily accessible from a seated position

back pad ratchets forward for easy adjustment from the seated position

adjustable thigh pad provides stabilization during exercise

Leg Extension
VS-S71

Seated Leg Curl
VS-S72



+ +

adjustable chest pad accommodates users of all sizes

 low step-height stabilization platform for ease of use

upright user position, contoured elbow pads and large foot pad for added user comfort

dual-function machine saves space and increases functionality

clearly indicated adjustments for ease of use

reclined position for greater lumbar support

Hip Adductor / AbductorGlute
VS-S78 VS-S74
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+ +

 3-position design trains abdominals and obliques for added exercise variety and core rotation

ergonomic back pad for improved range of motion and comfort

multi-position foot placement accommodates a variety of users

contoured back pad for enhanced user comfort

Abdominal
VS-S53

Back Extension
VS-S52
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VERSA SINGLE-STATION STRENGTH
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS WEIGHT STACK WEIGHT STACK

METRIC (CM) ENGLISH (INCHES) LIGHT HEAVY

L W H L W H KG LBS. KG LBS.

VS-S13 Converging Chest Press 91 135 168 36 53 66 73 160 104 230 

VS-S34 Diverging Seated Row 143 100 168 56 39 66 73 160 104 230 

VS-S72 Seated Leg Curl 179 112 168 71 44 66 68 150 91 200 

VS-S71 Leg Extension 148 128 168 58 51 66 73 160 104 230 

VS-S23 Converging Shoulder Press 154 144 168 61 57 66 73 160 104 230 

VS-S70 Leg Press 184 102 168 73 40 66 – – 188 415

VS-S33 Diverging Lat Pulldown 155 120 188 61 47 74 73 160 104 230 

VS-S42 Triceps Press 152 105 168 60 41 66 73 160 104 230 

VS-S40 Biceps Curl 113 127 168 45 50 66 68 150 91 200

VS-S53 Abdominal 136 118 168 54 46 66 73 160 104 230 

VS-S74 Hip Adductor / Abductor 161 169 168 63 66 66 73 160 104 230 

VS-S22 Pec Fly / Rear Delt 151 150 168 59 59 66 68 150 91 200 

VS-S52 Back Extension 113 126 168 45 50 66 73 160 104 230

VS-S78 Glute 132 100 168 52 39 66 68 150 – –

NOTE: Actual colors may vary from the colors seen on your viewing screen or print.

Black / Standard Slate Blue (Optional) Clay Red (Optional)

American Beauty (Optional)Graphite (Optional)

Hazelnut / Alloy (Optional)

Available on Versa & Ultra only

Alloy / Graphite (Optional)

Available on Versa & Ultra only

Alloy (Optional)

Product pricing is reflective of standard upholstery only. 

Other color options available at an additional charge.

Custom Upholstery Branding (6-week lead time) – once all artwork completed.

• Upholstery wraps available only on Aura series.

Logo requirements: Adobe Illustrator CS3 or later vector file.

Custom upholstery colors available. Contact your Matrix sales representative for pricing information.

Strength Upholstery

STRENGTH WARRANTY (USA ONLY)

Frame (Not Coatings)** 10 years

Weight Stacks 5 years

Pulleys 5 years

Pivot Bearings 5 years

Other Items Not Specified 3 years

Labor 3 years

Upholstery / Cables / Springs / Grips 1 year

Accessories 6 months

Parts 1 year

Labor (Excluding Upholstery / Cables / Grips) 1 year

Upholstery / Cables / Grips / Springs 90 days

** Frame is defined as the welded-metal base of the unit and does not include removable parts.

Note : All specifications are subject to change without notice. Actual products may differ from those pictured in this catalog. 



AURA SERIES

Subtle lines. Simple operation. Our biomechanical experts developed this 

equipment to accurately match the body’s fluid, natural movements.  

The result? Machines that are more comfortable, more effective and easier  

to operate. And because we understand fitness facilities as well as we do 

their users, Matrix equipment is strategically designed for maximum visual 

impact and minimum physical footprint.

+

Note: In photos on the following pages, all Olympic bars, dumbbells and weight plates are not included unless specified.



Frame Finish

Matrix offers a second clear-powder coating 

standard for an automotive-quality finish 

that’s highly resistant to chips and scratches.

Independent Converging/ 
Diverging Motion

Independent converging and diverging motions  

on select units produce a natural resistance 

training movement for a superior feel.

Round Tubing

In addition to being aesthetically distinctive, 

Matrix’s round-tube construction provides 

unmatched strength and durability.

Bottle and Towel Holder

A simple, yet innovative feature that users 

appreciate (and which also prevents spills 

and clutter on the floor).

Integrated Increment Weights

Our sliding increment weights are easily 

accessible from the exercise position and 

reduce clutter on the floor.

Ergo Form™ Cushions

Our cushions ensure proper body alignment  

and support with a distinct and attractive look.

Exercise Placards

Conveniently located and easy-to-read, 

exercise placards offer a quick reference  

to targeted muscle groups and proper  

machine use.

+ + + +

+ + +
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independent diverging movement provides a natural path of motion

angled seat cues optimal user position

thigh pads easily adjust to provide both stability and comfort

independent diverging movement provides a natural path of motion

dual-position hand grips provide greater training variety

Diverging Seated RowDiverging Lat Pulldown
G3-S33 G3-S34
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+ +

independent converging movement provides a natural path of motion 

dual hand-grip positions provide greater training variety

designed for easy entry and exit

independent converging movement provides a natural path of motion

pressing arm includes both standard and neutral grips for user’s individual preference 

oversized hand grips provide greater comfort and variety

counterbalanced pressing arm for optimized starting resistance

Converging Chest Press
G3-S13

Converging Shoulder Press
G3-S23



+ +
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adjustable pressing arm allows users to determine their own range of motion

oversized, dual-position hand grips provide greater comfort and variety

pressing arm includes both bar and neutral grips for user’s individual preferences or anatomical limitations

oversized hand grips provide greater comfort and variety

counterbalanced pressing arm for optimal starting resistance

Shoulder PressChest Press
G3-S10 G3-S20
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+ +

thigh pads easily adjust to provide both stability and comfort

straight bar with angled ends ensures correct arm and wrist position throughout the entire range of motion

multiple grips are provided for greater exercise variety to train the mid- and upper-back muscles

optimized pivot location creates a biomechanically correct arc of motion

Lat Pulldown
G3-S30

Seated Row
G3-S31



+ +

user arms pivot to accommodate individual forearm lengths and varying paths of motion

optimized handle positions reduce the need to adjust the seat position between rear deltoid and fly exercise

arm pad is angled for stability and limits unwanted shoulder movement during exercise

optimized pivot location creates a biomechanically correct range of motion

angled hand grips ensure optimal wrist position

Arm CurlRear Delt / Fly
G3-S22 G3-S40
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+ +

seat and upper-arm pads are angled to enhance user stability during exercise

handle pivots to automatically adjust for varying forearm lengths

optimized pivot location creates a biomechanically correct range of motion

rotating handles adapt to users of all sizes

grips are over-molded to ensure a secure, non-slip feel

angled back pad reduces stress, improving stabilization and comfort

seatbelt for added stability

Triceps Extension
G3-S45

Triceps Press
G3-S42



+ +
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dual hand grips accommodate users of all sizes

independent arm action ensures more balanced exercise by not allowing the dominant side to control the exercise

adjustable starting position

full back pad enhances user’s position, comfort and support

independent arm action ensures balanced exercise

handles pivot to accommodate users of all sizes

Lateral RaisePectoral Fly
G3-S12 G3-S21
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+ +

rotating handles adapt to users of all sizes 

pull-up bar offers both standard and neutral grips for individual preference

steps allow easy entry and exit

2 sets of pull-up grips allow users of all heights a full range of motion

4-bar linkage enhances alignment and provides variable resistance

large nonskid footplate accommodates users of all sizes

Dip / Chin Assist
G3-S60

Leg Press
G3-S70
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angled seat and back pads encourage full quadriceps contraction for user movement

standard range-of-motion adjustment for individual preference 

self-adjusting tibia pad

pivot location clearly marked to encourage correct alignment

seat, back and tibia pads adjust without affecting knee alignment or start-position angle

standard range-of-motion adjuster for individual preference 

pivot location clearly marked to encourage correct alignment

Seated Leg CurlLeg Extension
G3-S71 G3-S72
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+

divergent pad angle eliminates lower back stress

standard range-of-motion adjusts for individual preference 

pivot location clearly marked to encourage correct alignment

Prone Leg Curl
G3-S73



+ +

knee pads and dual footrests provide leg support and increased comfort

weight stack positioned in front of the user acts as a shield, providing some privacy

leg support accomplished with knee pads and dual footrests to eliminate unwanted torque around the knee

weight stack positioned in front of the user acts as a shield, providing some privacy

Hip AbductorHip Adductor
G3-S74 G3-S75
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+

force is transmitted though hips to eliminate spinal compression

foot plates are curved for comfortable positioning and a full range of motion

linear bearings provide smooth, quiet motion and are fully enclosed

Calf Press
G3-S77



Abdominal CrunchRotary Hip
G3-S76 G3-S51

+ +
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perform hip exercise from the standing position, enhancing alignment and increasing target muscle involvement

adjustable carriage allows users of varying heights to achieve optimal positioning

starting positions are incremental at 15-degree intervals through 270 degrees of rotation

dual axis of rotation enhances user feel for a natural crunch movement and muscle contraction

seat and handle positions designed for greater user stability
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Back Extension
G3-S52

+ +

unique design reinforces proper user positioning

range of motion is adjustable in 10-degree increments

foot bar helps users of all sizes achieve proper stabilization

adjustable nonskid footrests provide secure and proper positioning

pivot position promotes the coordinated function of the hip and lower-back muscles

lower-back reference pad encourages user alignment

Rotary Torso
G3-S55



+
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1:4 ratio for low starting resistance and high-speed movements 

available with 132-kg / 290-lb. or 177-kg / 390-lb. stacks

swiveling accessory station accommodates more handles and attachments

multi-grip-position pull-up handles with unique rock-climbing attachment

integrated fold-away step for easy access

Functional Trainer
G3-MSFT300/400
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Adjustable Cable Crossover // G3-MS20 4-stack Multi-station // G3-MS40 8-stack Multi-station // G3-MS80

5-stack Multi-station
G3-MS50

+

4 configurations with a varying number of stations: 4-stack,  

5-stack, 8-stack and freestanding, adjustable cable crossover

each configuration contains one or more of the following popular  

exercises: low row with dual pulleys, lat pulldown with  

dual pulleys, adjustable cable column and triceps pressdown

low row and lat pulldown have dual-pulley configurations  

for greater training variety

5-stack and 8-stack configurations come with a connecting  

cable crossover tube with integrated pull-up bar



+ +
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Power StationSquat Rack
G3-FW72 G3-FW73

6 racking positions accomodate all users

racks are positioned 15 cm / 6” apart to allow easy removal and re-racking of the bar

fixed side frames are positioned at a height of 84 cm / 33”

6 standard weight horns hold multiple weight-plate sizes

8 racking positions accomodate users for any type of lift

adjustable bar stop allows positioning from 78 cm to 122 cm / 30.5” to 48”

fixed side frame is positioned at 51 cm / 20” for Olympic lifts

integrated pull-up bar for increased functionality

6 standard weight horns hold multiple weight-plate sizes
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+ +

multiple weight takeoff points are spread 15 cm / 6” apart

standard weight storage keeps weight plates in close proximity

bench is angled 30 degrees to emphasize upper pectorals

adjustable seat allows fine-tuning of the exercise position

standard weight storage keeps weight plates in close proximity

Olympic Incline BenchOlympic Flat Bench
G3-FW13 G3-FW14
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+ +

bench is angled 15 degrees for effective muscle stimulation 

3 takeoff positions provide adaptability for users with varying arm lengths

tibia adjuster allows for near-infinite adjustment positions

elbow pad is angled 55 degrees to vary resistance and improve user comfort

seat pad is angled 10 degrees to improve stability and comfort

Olympic Decline Bench
G3-FW15

Preacher Curl
G3-FW40
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Back Extension Bench
G3-FW52

Flat Bench
G3-FW81

Multi-adjustable Bench
G3-FW80

bench is angled 45 degrees for easy entry and exit, making it ideal  

for lower-back exercise

9 positions of adjustment provide 24 cm / 9.5” of adjustment  

for users of most heights

footrests incorporate lower-leg pads for stability and comfort

bench has 3-point contact for improved leveling

integrated foot supports for greater user stability

integrated wheels simplify movement around facility

space-saving design allows a flat and an incline bench in one piece

seat pad adjusts from 0 to 30 degrees, while back pad adjusts from 

-5 to 85 degrees

integrated wheels and handle make movement around facility easier

+ ++
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Adjustable Bench
G3-FW82

Utility Bench
G3-FW84

Adjustable Decline Bench
G3-FW83

back pad adjusts from 0 to 70 degrees

space-saving design allows a flat and an incline bench in one piece

integrated wheels and handle make movement around facility easier

back angle is 85 degrees, improving comfort and stability for  

overhead movements

integrated foot supports increase stability

integrated wheels simplify movement around facility

bench offers 8 positions of adjustment from  

15 to 30 degrees

leg pads designed in fixed position for easy entry and exit

integrated wheels simplify movement around facility

+ ++
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10-pair Dumbbell Rack
G3-FW91

Olympic Weight Tree
G3-FW94

9 chrome-plated storage horns for Olympic plates

rubber bumpers on horns protect frame finish

ergonomic design positions the heavier plates further off the ground 

for easier removal and replacement

+ +

offset angle prevents wrist strain when removing and replacing dumbbells

individual cradles improve racking of dumbbells

storage space for 10 pairs of any size dumbbells

also available: 5-pair Dumbbell Rack, G3-FW90 (single tier, not shown)
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+ +

upright design provides convenience for barbell accessories

rack holds 10 barbells, 5 per side

facilitates placement of all accessories in one spot for convenience and a clutter-free facility

rack holds 5 bars, while 5 accessory rings can hold a multitude of grips and straps

top shelf holds additional accessories

Barbell Rack
G3-FW96

Accessory Rack
G3-FW97
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+ +

converging independent arms provide a natural path of motion

2 integrated weight-storage horns keep weight plates in close proximity

multiple hand-grip positions for greater training variety

converging independent arms provide a natural path of motion

5-position adjustable seat pad with gas spring-assisted adapts to users of all sizes

45-degree incline back pad facilitates proper biomechanics

4 integrated weight-storage horns keep weight plates in close proximity

multiple hand-grip positions for greater training variety

Supine Bench
G3-PL13

Incline Bench Press
G3-PL14



+ +
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converging independent arms provide a natural path of motion 

5-position adjustable seat with gas assist adapts to users of all sizes 

4 integrated weight-storage horns keep weight-plates in close proximity 

dual-grip pressing positions for greater training variety 

diverging independent arms provide a natural path of motion 

easy-to-use thigh pad adjustment for proper support 

angled seat cues optimal user position 

2 integrated weight-storage horns keep weight plates in close proximity 

Lat PulldownShoulder Press
G3-PL23 G3-PL33
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+ +

diverging independent arms provide a natural path of motion 

multiple hand-grip positions for greater training variety 

integrated weight-storage horn keeps weight plates in close proximity 

unique design ensures proper positioning for abdominal crunches 

2 sets of foot bars accommodate all users

weight-loading horn allows for the addition of extra resistance

Seated Row
G3-PL34

Ab Crunch Bench
G3-PL50



+ +
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6.8-kg / 15-lb. takeoff for low starting resistance

features a 90-degree path of motion for adaptability to all exercises

linear bearings provide a smooth motion

6 integrated weight-storage horns hold multiple weight-plate sizes

easy-to-use racking mechanism

linear bearings for smooth feel and function

polyethylene foot platform for impact, corrosion and abrasion resistance

molded pads for comfort and durability

6 integrated weight-storage horns hold multiple weight-plate sizes

45-degree Leg PressSmith Machine
G3-PL62 G3-PL70
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+ +

seat moves with input arm to maintain alignment

knee pads adjust for tibia length and range of motion

quick-release bar catch for simple operation

independent lifting arms ensure a balanced exercise

multiple hand-grip positions for greater training variety 

3 integrated weight-storage horns keep weight plates in close proximity 

loaded weight capacity of over 367 kg / 810 lbs.

Seated Calf
G3-PL77

Squat Lunge
G3-PL79
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AURA FREE WEIGHTS
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

METRIC (CM) ENGLISH (INCHES)

L W H  L W H

G3-FW72 Squat Rack 175 161 196 69 63 77

G3-FW73 Power Station 175 175 224 69 69 88

G3-FW81 Flat Bench 122 74 43 48 29 17

G3-FW83 Adjustable Decline Bench 168 62 64 66 24 25

G3-FW84 Utility Bench 119 77 97 47 30 38

G3-FW14 Olympic Incline Bench 190 159 145 75 63 57

G3-FW13 Olympic Flat Bench 181 159 127 71 63 50

G3-FW15 Olympic Decline Bench 211 159 127 83 63 50

G3-FW80 Multi-adjustable Bench 155 74 51 61 29 20

G3-FW82 Adjustable Bench 145 62 51 57 24 20

G3-FW52 Back Extension Bench 119 77 77 47 30 30

G3-FW40 Preacher Curl Bench 93 70 89 37 28 35

G3-FW91 10-Pair Dumbbell Rack 284 71 81 112 28 32

G3-FW96 Barbell Rack 93 78 155 37 31 61

G3-FW94 Olympic Weight Tree 87 57 108 34 22 43

G3-FW97 Accessory Rack 97 62 110 38 24 43

AURA SINGLE-STATION
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS PRODUCT WEIGHT WEIGHT STACK

METRIC (CM) ENGLISH (INCHES) METRIC ENGLISH METRIC ENGLISH

 L W H L W H KG LBS. KG LBS.

G3-S10 Chest Press 155 124 185 61 49 73 274 603.5 114 250

G3-S12 Pectoral Fly 112 152 150 44 60 59 246 542 91 200

G3-S13 Converging Chest Press 165 150 175 65 59 69 293 645 114 250

G3-S20 Shoulder Press 145 142 150 57 56 59 251 553 91 200

G3-S21 Lateral Raise 122 130 150 48 51 59 271 597 91 200

G3-S22 Rear Delt / Fly 137 94 173 54 37 68 294 647.5 134 295

G3-S23 Converging Shoulder Press 152 150 175 60 59 68 251 553 91 200

G3-S30 Lat Pulldown 112 122 216 44 48 85 250 551 134 295

G3-S31 Seated Row 152 94 211 60 37 83 273 601 114 250

G3-S33 Diverging Lat Pulldown 145 86 216 57 34 85 239 526.5 114 250

G3-S34 Diverging Seated Row 155 102 198 61 40 78 228 502 114 250

G3-S40 Arm Curl 122 107 150 48 42 59 228 502 91 200

G3-S42 Triceps Press 155 112 150 61 44 59 261 575 91 200

G3-S45 Triceps Extension 122 109 150 48 43 59 223 491 91 200

G3-S51 Abdominal Crunch 138 112 150 55 44 59 251 553 91 200

G3-S52 Back Extension 137 102 173 54 40 68 277 610 134 295

G3-S55 Rotary Torso 142 109 175 56 43 69 216 476 91 200

G3-S60 Dip / Chin Assist 117 124 229 46 49 90 249 548.5 91 200

G3-S70 Leg Press 201 107 183 79 42 72 433 954 175 385

G3-S71 Leg Extension 122 112 173 48 44 68 265 584 114 250

G3-S72 Seated Leg Curl 160 112 173 63 44 68 257 566 114 250

G3-S73 Prone Leg Curl 157 107 173 62 42 68 250 551 91 200

G3-S74 Hip Adductor 152 69 150 60 27 59 264 581.5 100 220

G3-S75 Hip Abductor 152 69 150 60 27 59 270 595 100 220

G3-S76 Rotary Hip 112 122 185 44 48 73 284 628 134 295

G3-S77 Calf Press 170 69 152 67 27 60 298 656 134 295


